Abstract

The diploma thesis *Area of the periodical press in the Bohemia in 1848 - 1849* is focused on the Czech printed newspapers and magazines published in Bohemia in the revolutionary period of 1848 - 1849. First chapter is dedicated to historical context of this period. In the middle of March 1848 abolition in censorship took place, which resulted in establishing of large amount of titles in Czech language. Geographically is the thesis devoted only to newspapers and magazines, which were published in Bohemia. After execution of detailed research all accessible periodicals published in that period were analyzed. These titles were classified in various characteristic groups based on their content, form and structure. This diploma thesis deals mainly with Czech-language titles of periodicals, but in the last chapter German-language printed periodicals are also shortly introduced. The main goal is to map the situation of Czech journalism in the revolutionary period in a different way than former studies.